MRT Weather-Tight Connectors

Look inside the pump box and near the traveling switch of any new Magnum RailTrac® liftgate and you’ll find new weather-tight connectors used exclusively.

Weather-Tight Plugs—Designed specifically for automotive, off-highway, and tough applications, our new plugs create a sealed electrical connection system that will withstand exposure to extreme moisture and temperature.

Features

- Connector and cavity seals are triple-ribbed and made of self-lubrication silicone to keep out moisture and prevent corrosion.
- Terminals utilize a flex-pin and lap-lock design to alleviate any problem of stress relaxation.
- Dual-locking tangs lock the connector cavity and help prevent backing out.
- Terminal plugging requires no orientation for positive indexing and no mis-mating of connectors.
- In the event the “traveling switch” is damaged, replacement is quick and convenient - no splicing of wires, simply unplug the connector.

For more information about our new weather-tight connectors or any other quality standard features, call Anthony Customer Support at (815) 842-3383 or fax us your request at (815) 844-3612. Be sure to visit our web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com and check out what else is new at Anthony.